
(Given below is an outline for a book proposal to be submitted to Pluto Press.
Pluto were the publishers of the Demystifying Social Statistics book published in
1979 that established the Radical Statistics Group. The headings of the proposal
correspond to those of Pluto Press’s proposal form. Pluto’s proposal form itself is
available on the Files Area of the Radstats email list at

http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/quicktype .cgi?m )

1. Proposed title and subtitle.
‘The Social Construction of Statistics—How Statistics Shape Society’s Vision of Itself ’

2. Rationale—The main themes and objectives of the proposed book.
The main theme is expressed in the title The Social Construction of Statistics. The idea
of social construction is that statistics are not objective facts (as many statisticians, as
well as others, treat them) but are artefacts that should be seen as social and organiza-
tional products. The proper scientific interpretation of statistics should take into account
the categorizations and processes involved in their production. The categorizations and
processes express and reflect the dominant culture of society including the role of statis-
tics in the management and government of society.

The book would aim to spell out the implications of this idea more extensively and clearly
than previous writings. It could claim to be the first seriously critical book on statistics
since Darrel Huff’s How to Lie with Statistics.

Why you feel it’s needed.
The idea of the social construction of knowledge is well established. But the idea of the
social construction of statistics has only intermittently been popular, and has never taken
substantial hold among users of statistics or among social science members of the aca-
demic community.

What makes your book special, original, important and marketable .
There are many books on statistical method. There are several books that are classifi-
able as being about statistics as facts about society. Statistical method and the pro-
duction and presentation of statistics as facts about society are usually closely inter-
twined. But these areas are distinguishable and complementary to each other. Method
is necessary to handle the numbers. Considerations of facts about society are neces-
sar y in order to interpret the numbers.

The book proposed would be distinctive and may be unique in aiming to complement the
plentiful texts already available on statistical method with description and analysis of
statistics as facts about society. That complementing would be achieved through a focus
on the social construction of statistics.

With the exception of two histor y books noted below, there has not been a book on the
social construction of statistics since Demystifying Social Statistics was published by
Pluto Press in 1979. The proposed book will be important for writers of books on statisti-
cal method and users of books on statistical method. These writers and these users
would be the most important single component of the market.

The book can also be expected to have appeal for those who have little interest in statis-
tics besides wanting to know something of the importance of published statistics. The
book would fit that rare category of being about statistics written in a style understand-
able to the general reader.
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What makes it particularly suitable for the Pluto list.
Pluto published the major previous study in this area. The book belongs to the radical
tradition — identified on Pluto Press’s website as “progressive, critical thinking across pol-
itics and the social sciences.”

3. Synopsis and Table of Contents—A brief description of the book—what is it
about?

The final report of the Statistics Commission published in July 2007 (TSO, Cm 7138)
selectively quotes Winston Churchill. In setting up the Central Statistical Office in 1941,
Churchill stated “the figures so collected should for m an agreed corpus which will be
accepted and used without question.”

The proposed book would challenge the appropriateness of this character isation of
statistics. The book would point out that the reference to “the figures so collected” con-
tr ibutes to a portray al of official statistics as objective evidence. The book would argue
that statistics are produced not collected and that examination of the production process
is necessary to proper scientific use of official statistics (and other kinds of statistics).
The book would argue that the social construction of statistics implies that official statis-
tics, rather than be accepted without question, should be under constant examination by
users, by social scientists and by representatives of the public. Without such examina-
tion there is danger that society is given a false image of itself—that could have deleter i-
ous consequences.

The book would be mostly about statistics as facts about society and would concentrate
on official statistics. That concentration would recognise both the coverage of official
statistics in giving an extensive view of society and the importance of official statistics as
expressing a governmental view of society.

The book would focus on how statistics are constructed in terms of the production proce-
dures followed and the categorisations used. The procedures and categorisations would
be related to the principal or typical use of the statistics. But there would also be chap-
ters and parts of chapters on statistical method where method impinges on use. The
‘methods’ sections/chapters might include areas such as significance tests and other
uses of inferential statistics, eugenics and regression analysis, operational research, and
choice of denominators.

It is expected that the ‘facts about society’ chapters would cover topics such as eco-
nomic statistics, unemployment, criminal statistics, income and wealth distribution, etc.
In general the approach would be to identify what the statistics actually measure in terms
of the categorizations specified and the processes followed in producing statistics in
accordance with the categorizations selected.

The book would explore differences between what the statistics actually measure and
various different perceptions of what they measure. These different perceptions would
include the stated or implied purpose of measurement of the statistics-producing agency,
the perception of exper t users of the statistics and the perception of the subjects of the
measurement, i.e. the population covered by the statistics.

The aim would be to
a) identify and describe problems of using statistics taking into account the govern-

mental or management role of the statistics producing agency,
b) to point to the ways in which these problems may be glossed over or concealed by

the statistics-producing agency and
c) to identify the cultural and political factors, such as political correctness, that limit

the contribution statistics make in understanding what is happening in society.
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The book would also aim to identify opportunities for using the statistics in ways that
have not been anticipated by the producing organization and are not described in any
official guidance literature.

It is expected that parts of the book could be summarised in terms of giving ‘war ts-and-
all’ guidance in using particular statistical series that would be suitable for publication
alongside the statistical series in place of the official guidance.

Overall structure and level.
An introductory section would introduce the concept of the social construction of statis-
tics — placing the concept in the context of statistics as facts about society and statistical
method. This Section might not be ver y different from the early chapters of the Demysti-
fying Social Statistics book published in 1979. But this Section would also review the
sparse literature on the social construction of statistics that has appeared in the interven-
ing decades.

The only other books on the social construction of statistics identified so far are histori-
cal: Donald A. MacKenzie, Statistics in Britain, 1865-1930: The Social Construction of
Scientific Knowledge, 1981. There is an anonymous review at
http://www.amazon.com/Statistics-Britain-1865-1930-Construction-Scientific/dp/052243693
MacKenzie wrote a chapter for the Demystifying book. The other book is a bit remote:
Emer y, Facts of Life: The Social Construction of Vital Statistics, Ontar io, 1869-1952,
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1994. Reviewed in Population Studies, July 1995.

The main part of the proposed book would comprise chapters by individual authors writ-
ing about an area of statistics that is well-known to them. The authors would discuss the
categor izations and procedures followed in the production of statistics in that area—so
identifying the nature of social construction involved. The authors would discuss how
use of the statistics should take into account the nature of the social construction
involved in their production.

A final part written by an editor ial team would aim to draw together the many different
threads discussed in the chapters of the main part of the book. An Appendix would con-
tain summary ‘warts-and-all’ guides to the use of statistics designed as if for publication
alongside particular statistical series.

In general the level of writing would be at undergraduate level. The main ideas of social
constr uction can be fully dealt with at this level. A fe w chapters or sections dealing with
methodological issues might be considered as belonging to a higher level.

[cont.]
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DRAFT TABLE OF CONTENTS

Part 1 The idea of social construction.
The scientific approach—objectivity and the question of who constructs statistics?
The role of government and the role of the statistician.
Users of statistics and the public.

Part 2 What social construction means in different areas.
The chapters of this Par t would be individually designed and authored. The details given
below are therefore both tentative and speculative. They are intended to give an impres-
sion rather than a bluepr int of the possible content of chapters. The actual content will
depend upon the authors of individual chapters.
• Eugenics and statistics—a histor ic case study. (Something on the lines of a chap-

ter in the 1979 book by Donald Mackenzie that concluded that statistics between
the 1870s and the 1920s reflected the culture and ideology of British society in this
per iod)

• Hypotheses, significance testing and political correctness.
• Counting the population. Were a million men not counted in the One Number Cen-

sus of Population of 2001?
• Estimating the population of local areas.
• Measur ing cr ime.
• Gender problems and statistical evidence.
• Economic statistics. An appraisal of economic statistics as measures of welfare.

The functions of economic statistics. CeMGA.
• Management uses of statistics. Perfor mance indicators, operational research.
• Social categorization —How the concept of social class is socially constructed.

Socio-economic group.
• Pover ty and the distribution of income and wealth. What are the quality constraints

on the production of statistics?
• Unemployment — the ILO definition deconstructed. Official definitions of unemploy-

ment. The role of unemployment according to economic theory.
• Health and the production of statistics in a nationalised industry.
• Public opinion and the development of public policies. The role of opinion polls.
• Teaching ‘statistics’ to social scientists—what exactly is ‘statistics’?

Part 3 Statistics — towards a radical science
The title for this part echoes that given for the conclusion of the Demystifying Social
Statistics book. Par t 3 would discuss the importance of recognising the social construc-
tion of statistics by discussing its influence on published statistics and hence on percep-
tions and understanding of British society. It would aim to discuss the social and political
consequences through identifying the implications for those who think of themselves as
social refor mers or radical statisticians.

Appendix
‘War ts and all’ guides to the statistics in particular areas.
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